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Quantum Matter meets Quantum Computing

• Measuring correlation 
functions

• Preparing/measuring 
topological states

• Modeling driven/dissipative 
systems

• Time evolution via Lie 
algebraic 
decomposition/compression

• Thermodynamics
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“It’s not a cuprate talk unless it has a 
phase diagram…”

-- Overheard at APS March Meeting

10.1126/science.aav1315 

Phase diagrams and Phase transitions

YBa2Cu3O7-x



Phase transitions:

Ising Model Thermodynamics

T
Melting point

F = E � TS
<latexit sha1_base64="Rmbkgo1iwHeFH0ABREHgFLfpxqY=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+xsfOTbAIbiwzVdCNUBTFZcW+oB1KJs20oZkHSUaoQ/FX3LhQxK3/4c6/MdPOQlsPBA7n3Ms9OW7EmVSW9W3kFhaXllfyq4W19Y3NLXN7pyHDWBBaJyEPRcvFknIW0LpiitNWJCj2XU6b7vAq9ZsPVEgWBjU1iqjj437APEaw0lLX3Ov4WA0I5snNGF2ga3SMavdds2iVrAnQPLEzUoQM1a751emFJPZpoAjHUrZtK1JOgoVihNNxoRNLGmEyxH3a1jTAPpVOMkk/Roda6SEvFPoFCk3U3xsJ9qUc+a6eTLPKWS8V//PasfLOnYQFUaxoQKaHvJgjFaK0CtRjghLFR5pgIpjOisgAC0yULqygS7BnvzxPGuWSfVIq350WK5dZHXnYhwM4AhvOoAK3UIU6EHiEZ3iFN+PJeDHejY/paM7IdnbhD4zPHzWbk8E=</latexit>

S = �Tr⇢ log ⇢
<latexit sha1_base64="4zqDl3LG/8/8ou+QDU9FzV/+Vyg=">AAACCHicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlC4NFcGOZqYJuhKIblxV7g85QMmnahmaSIckIZejSja/ixoUibn0Ed76NmekstPWHwMd/ziHn/EHEqNKO820VlpZXVteK66WNza3tHXt3r6VELDFpYsGE7ARIEUY5aWqqGelEkqAwYKQdjG/SevuBSEUFb+hJRPwQDTkdUIy0sXr24T28gqdeiPRIhklDTqEnRwJ6TAwz6tllp+Jkgovg5lAGueo9+8vrCxyHhGvMkFJd14m0nyCpKWZkWvJiRSKEx2hIugY5Conyk+yQKTw2Th8OhDSPa5i5vycSFCo1CQPTmW6s5mup+V+tG+vBpZ9QHsWacDz7aBAzqAVMU4F9KgnWbGIAYUnNrhCPkERYm+xKJgR3/uRFaFUr7lmlenderl3ncRTBATgCJ8AFF6AGbkEdNAEGj+AZvII368l6sd6tj1lrwcpn9sEfWZ8/JWaYzQ==</latexit>
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The density matrix r

Pure States

On the surface of the 
Bloch sphere

⇢ = | ih |
<latexit sha1_base64="vHTD3xUqZKrFLVad/o5PGVKcyug=">AAACCXicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFokJiqpKCBAtSBQtjkehDaqLKcZ3WqmNHtoNUpV1Z+BUWBhBi5Q/Y+BucNAO0HOnqHp1zr+x7gphRpR3n2yqtrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t79v5BW4lEYtLCggnZDZAijHLS0lQz0o0lQVHASCcY32R+54FIRQW/15OY+BEachpSjLSR+jb05EjAKzj1YkU9ifiQEeixvGfStG9XnZqTAy4TtyBVUKDZt7+8gcBJRLjGDCnVc51Y+ymSmmJGZhUvUSRGeIyGpGcoRxFRfppfMoMnRhnAUEhTXMNc/b2RokipSRSYyQjpkVr0MvE/r5fo8NJPKY8TTTiePxQmDGoBs1jggEqCNZsYgrCk5q8Qj5BEWJvwKiYEd/HkZdKu19yzWv3uvNq4LuIogyNwDE6BCy5AA9yCJmgBDB7BM3gFb9aT9WK9Wx/z0ZJV7ByCP7A+fwBTL5od</latexit>

⇢ =
X

i

pi| iih i|
<latexit sha1_base64="IaBQDquA7HMMNTOGIXlXnxPyOeo=">AAACGHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMLJYVEhMJSlIsCBVsDAWiT6kJooc12mtOnZkO0hV2s9g4VdYGECItRt/g5tmgJYjXfnonHt1fU+YMKq043xbK6tr6xubpa3y9s7u3r59cNhSIpWYNLFgQnZCpAijnDQ11Yx0EklQHDLSDod3M7/9RKSigj/qUUL8GPU5jShG2kiBfe7JgYA30FNpHFCYmBp7iaIB9STifUagx/J3Lo4Du+JUnRxwmbgFqYACjcCeej2B05hwjRlSqus6ifYzJDXFjEzKXqpIgvAQ9UnXUI5iovwsP2wCT43Sg5GQpriGufp7IkOxUqM4NJ0x0gO16M3E/7xuqqNrP6M8STXheL4oShnUAs5Sgj0qCdZsZAjCkpq/QjxAEmFtsiybENzFk5dJq1Z1L6q1h8tK/baIowSOwQk4Ay64AnVwDxqgCTB4Bq/gHXxYL9ab9Wl9zVtXrGLmCPyBNf0BrOagNA==</latexit>

Mixed States

Inside the Bloch 
sphere
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The density matrix r on QC

⇢ =
X

i

pi| iih i|
<latexit sha1_base64="IaBQDquA7HMMNTOGIXlXnxPyOeo=">AAACGHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMLJYVEhMJSlIsCBVsDAWiT6kJooc12mtOnZkO0hV2s9g4VdYGECItRt/g5tmgJYjXfnonHt1fU+YMKq043xbK6tr6xubpa3y9s7u3r59cNhSIpWYNLFgQnZCpAijnDQ11Yx0EklQHDLSDod3M7/9RKSigj/qUUL8GPU5jShG2kiBfe7JgYA30FNpHFCYmBp7iaIB9STifUagx/J3Lo4Du+JUnRxwmbgFqYACjcCeej2B05hwjRlSqus6ifYzJDXFjEzKXqpIgvAQ9UnXUI5iovwsP2wCT43Sg5GQpriGufp7IkOxUqM4NJ0x0gO16M3E/7xuqqNrP6M8STXheL4oShnUAs5Sgj0qCdZsZAjCkpq/QjxAEmFtsiybENzFk5dJq1Z1L6q1h8tK/baIowSOwQk4Ay64AnVwDxqgCTB4Bq/gHXxYL9ab9Wl9zVtXrGLmCPyBNf0BrOagNA==</latexit>

Mixed states can be obtained from pure states by 
tracing out part of a pure state (dilation theorems).

⇢ =
|0ih0|+ |1ih1|

2<latexit sha1_base64="Egm54SHisubBF9mR37QpaAAvr9E=">AAACJnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0UQhJJUQTeFohuXFewDmlAm00k7dDIJMxOhJP0aN/6KGxcVEXd+ipM0C209cLmHc+5l5h4vYlQqy/oySmvrG5tb5e3Kzu7e/oF5eNSRYSwwaeOQhaLnIUkY5aStqGKkFwmCAo+Rrje5y/zuExGShvxRTSPiBmjEqU8xUloamA1HjEPYgI4vEE5gajkC8REjDssbtFJ4AVN7SbVTOEvqs8rArFo1KwdcJXZBqqBAa2DOnWGI44BwhRmSsm9bkXITJBTFjMwqTixJhPAEjUhfU44CIt0kP3MGz7QyhH4odHEFc/X3RoICKaeBpycDpMZy2cvE/7x+rPwbN6E8ihXhePGQHzOoQphlBodUEKzYVBOEBdV/hXiMdGBKJ5uFYC+fvEo69Zp9Was/XFWbt0UcZXACTsE5sME1aIJ70AJtgMEzeAVz8G68GG/Gh/G5GC0Zxc4x+APj+wf7XqQ8</latexit>

⇢ =
|00ih00|+ |11ih11|+ |00ih11|+ |11ih00|

2<latexit sha1_base64="jSHmLlJESYOBIoBDASU0ge/arsY=">AAACW3icbZHNS8MwGMbTTt2cU6fiyUtwCIIwkinoRRh68TjBfcA6RpqlWzBNS5IKo9s/6UkP/iti2vWgmy+EPPzeJ19P/FhwbRD6dNzS1vZOubJb3avtHxzWj457OkoUZV0aiUgNfKKZ4JJ1DTeCDWLFSOgL1vdfH7N+/40pzSP5YuYxG4VkKnnAKTEWjevKU7MI3kMvUISmcIGQp4icCuaJfIIILeAVXGC8xjHO+Ya/4Bv+bB+4TFvL6rjeQE2UF9wUuBANUFRnXH/3JhFNQiYNFUTrIUaxGaVEGU4FW1a9RLOY0FcyZUMrJQmZHqV5Nkt4YckEBpGyQxqY098rUhJqPQ996wyJmen1Xgb/6w0TE9yNUi7jxDBJVwcFiYAmglnQcMIVo0bMrSBUcXtXSGfEpmzsd2Qh4PUnb4peq4mvm63nm0b7oYijAs7AObgEGNyCNngCHdAFFHyAb6fsVJwvt+RW3drK6jrFmhPwp9zTH1ZCsQg=</latexit>
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⇢ =
X

i

pi| iih i|
<latexit sha1_base64="IaBQDquA7HMMNTOGIXlXnxPyOeo=">AAACGHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMLJYVEhMJSlIsCBVsDAWiT6kJooc12mtOnZkO0hV2s9g4VdYGECItRt/g5tmgJYjXfnonHt1fU+YMKq043xbK6tr6xubpa3y9s7u3r59cNhSIpWYNLFgQnZCpAijnDQ11Yx0EklQHDLSDod3M7/9RKSigj/qUUL8GPU5jShG2kiBfe7JgYA30FNpHFCYmBp7iaIB9STifUagx/J3Lo4Du+JUnRxwmbgFqYACjcCeej2B05hwjRlSqus6ifYzJDXFjEzKXqpIgvAQ9UnXUI5iovwsP2wCT43Sg5GQpriGufp7IkOxUqM4NJ0x0gO16M3E/7xuqqNrP6M8STXheL4oShnUAs5Sgj0qCdZsZAjCkpq/QjxAEmFtsiybENzFk5dJq1Z1L6q1h8tK/baIowSOwQk4Ay64AnVwDxqgCTB4Bq/gHXxYL9ab9Wl9zVtXrGLmCPyBNf0BrOagNA==</latexit>

For a thermal state rth,

where       is set such that                 .

Big question: How do we make such a state?

⇢ = Z�1
X

i

e��H | iih i|
<latexit sha1_base64="vvZL9F4Ivkp4p/sg1/fTSUQGhIw=">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</latexit>

Z
<latexit sha1_base64="XKDF1+Sfe5CPVfHgBrmxWOEiuww=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KjNV0GXRjcsK9oHToWTSTBuaSYbkjlCGfoYbF4q49Wvc+Tdm2llo64HA4Zx7ybknTAQ34LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh51jEo1ZW2qhNK9kBgmuGRt4CBYL9GMxKFg3XBym/vdJ6YNV/IBpgkLYjKSPOKUgJX8fkxgTInIHmeDas2tu3PgVeIVpIYKtAbVr/5Q0TRmEqggxviem0CQEQ2cCjar9FPDEkInZMR8SyWJmQmyeeQZPrPKEEdK2ycBz9XfGxmJjZnGoZ3MI5plLxf/8/wUousg4zJJgUm6+ChKBQaF8/vxkGtGQUwtIVRzmxXTMdGEgm2pYkvwlk9eJZ1G3buoN+4va82boo4yOkGn6Bx56Ao10R1qoTaiSKFn9IreHHBenHfnYzFacoqdY/QHzucPl5mRdA==</latexit>

tr⇢ = 1
<latexit sha1_base64="VoQwrka0qa2R39MhXoTdY1EeMVM=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU1PnZugkVwVWaqoBuh6MZlBfuAzlAyaaYNzWNIMkIdir/ixoUibv0Pd/6NmXYW2nogcDjnXu7JiRJGtfG8b2dpeWV1bb20Ud7c2t7Zdff2W1qmCpMmlkyqToQ0YVSQpqGGkU6iCOIRI+1odJP77QeiNJXi3owTEnI0EDSmGBkr9dzDgCMzVDwzagIDNZTwCvo9t+JVvSngIvELUgEFGj33K+hLnHIiDGZI667vJSbMkDIUMzIpB6kmCcIjNCBdSwXiRIfZNP0EnlilD2Op7BMGTtXfGxniWo95ZCfzrHrey8X/vG5q4sswoyJJDRF4dihOGTQS5lXAPlUEGza2BGFFbVaIh0ghbGxhZVuCP//lRdKqVf2zau3uvFK/LuoogSNwDE6BDy5AHdyCBmgCDB7BM3gFb86T8+K8Ox+z0SWn2DkAf+B8/gCjdpSt</latexit>

The density matrix r on QC

� =
1

kBT<latexit sha1_base64="YMcDsW9gs8CyUPPpslGXOgyjqZs=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqAsXbgaL4KokVdCNUOrGZYW+oAlhMr1ph04ezEyEErLxV9y4UMStn+HOv3HaZqGtBy4czrmXe+/xE86ksqxvo7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R+Yh0ddGaeCQofGPBZ9n0jgLIKOYopDPxFAQp9Dz5/czfzeIwjJ4qitpgm4IRlFLGCUKC155onjgyL4FjuBIDSz82ziNXE798yqVbPmwKvELkgVFWh55pczjGkaQqQoJ1IObCtRbkaEYpRDXnFSCQmhEzKCgaYRCUG62fyBHJ9rZYiDWOiKFJ6rvycyEko5DX3dGRI1lsveTPzPG6QquHEzFiWpgoguFgUpxyrGszTwkAmgik81IVQwfSumY6KTUDqzig7BXn55lXTrNfuyVn+4qjaaRRxldIrO0AWy0TVqoHvUQh1EUY6e0St6M56MF+Pd+Fi0loxi5hj9gfH5A2WilaM=</latexit>
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The density matrix r on QC

PNAS October 13, 2020 117 (41) 25402-25406

F = E � TS
<latexit sha1_base64="Rmbkgo1iwHeFH0ABREHgFLfpxqY=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+xsfOTbAIbiwzVdCNUBTFZcW+oB1KJs20oZkHSUaoQ/FX3LhQxK3/4c6/MdPOQlsPBA7n3Ms9OW7EmVSW9W3kFhaXllfyq4W19Y3NLXN7pyHDWBBaJyEPRcvFknIW0LpiitNWJCj2XU6b7vAq9ZsPVEgWBjU1iqjj437APEaw0lLX3Ov4WA0I5snNGF2ga3SMavdds2iVrAnQPLEzUoQM1a751emFJPZpoAjHUrZtK1JOgoVihNNxoRNLGmEyxH3a1jTAPpVOMkk/Roda6SEvFPoFCk3U3xsJ9qUc+a6eTLPKWS8V//PasfLOnYQFUaxoQKaHvJgjFaK0CtRjghLFR5pgIpjOisgAC0yULqygS7BnvzxPGuWSfVIq350WK5dZHXnYhwM4AhvOoAK3UIU6EHiEZ3iFN+PJeDHejY/paM7IdnbhD4zPHzWbk8E=</latexit>

E = tr ⇢H
<latexit sha1_base64="+nezmwe7kZlymRGPWbvbEippGJk=">AAACCnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69rBbBU0mqoBehKEKPFWwrNKFstpt26W427G6EEnL24l/x4kERr/4Cb/4bN20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgphRpR3n2yotLa+srpXXKxubW9s79u5eR4lEYtLGggl5HyBFGI1IW1PNyH0sCeIBI91gfJ373QciFRXRnZ7ExOdoGNGQYqSN1LcPb+Al9DjSI8lTLTMPenIkZgpGLG1mfbvq1Jwp4CJxC1IFBVp9+8sbCJxwEmnMkFI914m1nyKpKWYkq3iJIjHCYzQkPUMjxIny0+krGTw2ygCGQpqKNJyqvydSxJWa8MB05ieqeS8X//N6iQ4v/JRGcaJJhGeLwoRBLWCeCxxQSbBmE0MQltTcCvEISYS1Sa9iQnDnX14knXrNPa3Vb8+qjasijjI4AEfgBLjgHDRAE7RAG2DwCJ7BK3iznqwX6936mLWWrGJmH/yB9fkDkaaaNQ==</latexit>

S = �tr ⇢ log ⇢
<latexit sha1_base64="Sx6Wyl4ZAHYJaaxw3FFTsV0YNRg=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWAR3FiSKuhGKLpxWdFeoAllMp20QyczYWYilNCtG1/FjQtF3PoG7nwbJ2kW2vrDwMd/zmHO+YOYUaUd59sqLS2vrK6V1ysbm1vbO/buXluJRGLSwoIJ2Q2QIoxy0tJUM9KNJUFRwEgnGF9n9c4DkYoKfq8nMfEjNOQ0pBhpY/VteAcv4YkXIT2SUarl1IOeHAnoMTHMqW9XnZqTCy6CW0AVFGr27S9vIHASEa4xQ0r1XCfWfoqkppiRacVLFIkRHqMh6RnkKCLKT/NLpvDIOAMYCmke1zB3f0+kKFJqEgWmM1tZzdcy879aL9HhhZ9SHieacDz7KEwY1AJmscABlQRrNjGAsKRmV4hHSCKsTXgVE4I7f/IitOs197RWvz2rNq6KOMrgAByCY+CCc9AAN6AJWgCDR/AMXsGb9WS9WO/Wx6y1ZBUz++CPrM8fE+iZUw==</latexit>

r
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Nature Physics volume 8, pages 596–600 (2012)

Once we have one, how do we measure the density matrix r?

The density matrix r on QC

⇠ 4N
<latexit sha1_base64="CwrLr2lS7KwqKbWu8Ns4t/9D4fk=">AAAB73icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mtBT0WvXiSCvYD2rVk02wbmmS3SVYoS/+EFw+KePXvePPfmLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZF8ScaeO6305ubX1jcyu/XdjZ3ds/KB4eNXWUKEIbJOKRagdYU84kbRhmOG3HimIRcNoKRjczv/VElWaRfDCTmPoCDyQLGcHGSu2uZgJVH+96xZJbdudAq8TLSAky1HvFr24/Iomg0hCOte54bmz8FCvDCKfTQjfRNMZkhAe0Y6nEgmo/nd87RWdW6aMwUrakQXP190SKhdYTEdhOgc1QL3sz8T+vk5jwyk+ZjBNDJVksChOOTIRmz6M+U5QYPrEEE8XsrYgMscLE2IgKNgRv+eVV0qyUvYty5b5aql1nceThBE7hHDy4hBrcQh0aQIDDM7zCmzN2Xpx352PRmnOymWP4A+fzB0CJj3M=</latexit>

S = �tr ⇢ log ⇢
<latexit sha1_base64="Sx6Wyl4ZAHYJaaxw3FFTsV0YNRg=">AAACCXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWAR3FiSKuhGKLpxWdFeoAllMp20QyczYWYilNCtG1/FjQtF3PoG7nwbJ2kW2vrDwMd/zmHO+YOYUaUd59sqLS2vrK6V1ysbm1vbO/buXluJRGLSwoIJ2Q2QIoxy0tJUM9KNJUFRwEgnGF9n9c4DkYoKfq8nMfEjNOQ0pBhpY/VteAcv4YkXIT2SUarl1IOeHAnoMTHMqW9XnZqTCy6CW0AVFGr27S9vIHASEa4xQ0r1XCfWfoqkppiRacVLFIkRHqMh6RnkKCLKT/NLpvDIOAMYCmke1zB3f0+kKFJqEgWmM1tZzdcy879aL9HhhZ9SHieacDz7KEwY1AJmscABlQRrNjGAsKRmV4hHSCKsTXgVE4I7f/IitOs197RWvz2rNq6KOMrgAByCY+CCc9AAN6AJWgCDR/AMXsGb9WS9WO/Wx6y1ZBUz++CPrM8fE+iZUw==</latexit>

L

https://www.nature.com/nphys
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Ĥ = �J

X

i

�
z
i �

z
i+1 + h

X

i

�
z
i

<latexit sha1_base64="dbnf+5zzDGZLevWDoPT4+miESIc=">AAACLnicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWARhGJJqqAboShCcVXBXqCtYTKdNENnkjAzEWrIE7nxVXQhqIhbH8PpBaytBwY+/v8czpzfjRiVyrLejMzC4tLySnY1t7a+sbllbu/UZRgLTGo4ZKFoukgSRgNSU1Qx0owEQdxlpOH2L4d+454IScPgVg0i0uGoF1CPYqS05JhXbR+ppJLCc3h0Ddsy5k5CUw20x9Hdg0N/MaEFO4UF6I/bphzqmHmraI0KzoM9gTyYVNUxX9rdEMecBAozJGXLtiLVSZBQFDOS5tqxJBHCfdQjLY0B4kR2ktG5KTzQShd6odAvUHCkTk8kiEs54K7u5Ej5ctYbiv95rVh5Z52EBlGsSIDHi7yYQRXCYXawSwXBig00ICyo/ivEPhIIK51wTodgz548D/VS0T4ulm5O8uWLSRxZsAf2wSGwwSkogwqoghrA4BE8g3fwYTwZr8an8TVuzRiTmV3wp4zvHyfXqAY=</latexit>

 

ter yay zeros table

Intro what are they

Ising z pre P
Sisi ph is

Has a phase transition into Fm for Sone T h
give a J

Fi E TS

phase transitions are characterized by critical points lies
visible as non analaticities in 2 but only in thermodynamic

limit
badfor finite systems QC
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• Think of Z in a different way: as a function on the 
set of parameters of the Hamiltonian: Z(h,T)

• As long as the number of states N < ∞, Z is a 
“nice” function.

• Thus, it admits a polynomial expansion in h.

• Every polynomial is characterized by its zeros in 
its domain.

• Z is positive definite for real Hamiltonian 
parameters, thus the zeros must lie in the 
complex plane of parameters.
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Imaginary magnetic fields predicted by the fundamental theory of phase transitions can be realized
experimentally.
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Ferromagnetic materials like cobalt and iron produce
magnetic fields whose magnitudes are measured by real
numbers. Imaginary or complex fields are, however, es-
sential in the fundamental theory that underlies the sta-
tistical physics of phase transitions, such as those asso-
ciated with the onset of magnetization. Long thought
to be merely mathematical constructs, a realization of
these imaginary fields has now been observed in mag-
netic resonance experiments performed on the spins of
a molecule [1]. Following an earlier theoretical proposal,
Xinhua Peng at the University of Science and Technology
of China and her colleagues have shown that imaginary
magnetic fields associated with a spin bath—in this case,
the molecule—approaching a phase transition can be re-
lated to the quantum coherence of a probe spin coupled
to the bath [1]. The demonstration that this connection
exists in a physical system is important at a fundamen-
tal level, and could lead to new ways of studying phase
transitions in complex, many-bodied materials.

One of the simplest systems to exhibit a continuous
(second-order) phase transition is the ferromagnetic Ising
model. In this system, which can describe magnets, bi-
nary alloys and lattice gasses, atomic spins arranged on a
lattice can be in one of two discrete states—up or down.
Interactions between neighboring spins favor their collec-
tive alignment into a magnetic state below a critical tem-
perature Tc. Above this temperature, the spins tend to
be randomly oriented and the system lacks a spontaneous
magnetization. The response of the spins to changes in
external parameters, such as the magnetic field or tem-
perature, is given by functions such as the susceptibility.
At the critical point, Tc, of an idealized system of infinite
size (the so-called thermodynamic limit), the susceptibil-
ity and certain other response functions diverge.

In 1952, C. N. Yang and T. D. Lee developed a fun-

damental theory that relates the phase transition in the
Ising model and other systems to the mathematical form
of their partition functions [2]. This function, which in-
volves thermal energies distributed across all possible mi-
croscopic states, can be written as a polynomial function
of the variable z = exp(≠H/kT ), where H is a magnetic
field, T is the temperature and k is Boltzmann’s constant.
The fundamental theorem of algebra says that a polyno-
mial of degree n has n roots. If the coe�cients of such
a polynomial are real and positive, its roots are complex
or negative. For many finite-sized statistical mechanical
systems, the partition function is such a polynomial and
has complex-valued roots.

Lee and Yang proved that, under quite general condi-
tions, the roots of the partition function for the ferromag-
netic Ising model lie on the unit circle in the complex z

plane (or on the imaginary axis of the complex magnetic-
field plane) (Fig. 1). These roots, called Lee-Yang zeros,
lie away from the physically meaningful positive z axis if
the temperature is greater than Tc. As the temperature
is lowered, the roots move down and begin to pinch the
real axis, closing in completely when the critical point is
reached in the thermodynamic limit.

Lee-Yang theory is a powerful concept in statistical
physics: Besides their fundamental importance, the dis-
tributions of the Lee-Yang zeros can deliver unambiguous
signs of a phase transition and its properties, in circum-
stances where corresponding signals in thermodynamic
functions (such as susceptibility) might be more di�cult
to discern. For example, the density of Lee-Yang zeros
takes on a nonzero value when a spontaneous magneti-
zation is present below Tc. But until now, these parti-
tion function zeros, which occur at complex values of the
magnetic field, were thought be unphysical with no real
manifestation in the physical world. The work of Peng
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Lee-Yang zeros are points on the complex plane of physical parameters where the partition function of a
system vanishes and hence the free energy diverges. Lee-Yang zeros are ubiquitous in many-body systems
and fully characterize their thermodynamics. Notwithstanding their fundamental importance, Lee-Yang
zeros have never been observed in experiments, due to the intrinsic difficulty that they would occur only at
complex values of physical parameters, which are generally regarded as unphysical. Here we report the first
observation of Lee-Yang zeros, by measuring quantum coherence of a probe spin coupled to an Ising-type
spin bath. The quantum evolution of the probe spin introduces a complex phase factor and therefore
effectively realizes an imaginary magnetic field. From the measured Lee-Yang zeros, we reconstructed the
free energy of the spin bath and determined its phase transition temperature. This experiment opens up new
opportunities of studying thermodynamics in the complex plane.
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After the pioneering works by van der Waals [1,2], Mayer
[3,4], and van Hove [5], it has been known that different
phases (e.g., liquid and gas phases) of a thermodynamic
system have the same microscopic interactions but the free
energy of the system encounters a singularity (nonanalytic)
point in the physical parameter space where the phase
transition occurs. A rigorous relation between the analytic
properties of free energies and thermodynamics (in particu-
lar, phase transitions) was established by Yang and Lee in a
seminal paper published in 1952 through continuation of the
free energy to the complex plane of physical parameters [6].
Lee and Yang considered a general Ising model with the
ferromagnetic interaction Jij > 0 under a magnetic field h
with the Hamiltonian HðhÞ ¼ −P

i;j Jijsisj − h
P

j sj,
where the spins sj take values $1=2. The partition function
of N spins at temperature T (or inverse temperature
β≡ 1=T) Ξðβ; hÞ≡P

all states expð−βHÞ can be written
into an Nth order polynomial of z≡ expð−βhÞ as
Ξ ¼ expðβNh=2Þ

PN
n¼0 pnzn, where expð−βHÞ is the

Boltzmann factor (the probability in a state with energy
H, up to a normalization factor) and the coefficients pn can
be interpreted as the partition function in a zero magnetic
field under the constraint that n spins are at state −1=2. The
free energy F is related to the partition function by
F ¼ −T lnðΞÞ. Obviously, the zeros of the partition function
(where Ξ ¼ 0) are the singularity points of the free energy
and hence fully determine the analytic properties of the free
energy. If the Lee-Yang zeros are determined, the partition
function can be readily reconstructed as Ξ¼p0 expðβNh=2ÞQN

n¼1ðz− znÞ. Since the Boltzmann factor is always positive
for real interaction parameters and real temperature, zeros of

the partition function would occur only on the complex plane
of the physical parameters. Lee and Yang proved that for the
ferromagnetic Ising model the N zeros of the partition
function all lie within an arc on the unit circle in the complex
plane of z (corresponding to pure imaginary values of the
external field) [7]. At sufficiently low temperature (T ≤ TC),
the end points of the arc, i.e., the Yang-Lee singularity edges
[8,9] approach the real axis of h at the thermodynamic limit
(N → ∞). Thus the free energy encounters a singularity
point on the real axis of the magnetic field, which means the
onset of a phase transition.
The Lee-Yang zeros exist universally in many-body

systems. These include a broad range of physical systems
described by the Ising models, such as anisotropic
magnets, alloys, and lattice gases. The Lee-Yang theorem,
first proved for ferromagnetic Ising models of spin-1=2,
was later generalized to general ferromagnetic Ising
models of arbitrarily high spin [10–12] and to other
interesting types of interactions [13–16]. For general
many-body systems, the Lee-Yang zeros may not be
distributed along a unit circle but otherwise present
similar features as in ferromagnetic Ising models.
Lee-Yang zeros have also been generalized to zeros of
partition functions in the complex plane of other physical
parameters (such as Fisher zeros in the complex plane of
temperature [17]). The Lee-Yang zeros (or their general-
izations) fully characterize the analytic properties of free
energies and hence thermodynamics of the systems.
Therefore, determining the Lee-Yang zeros is not only
fundamentally important for a complete picture of thermo-
dynamics and statistical physics (by continuation to the
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complex plane) but also technically useful for studying
thermodynamics of many-body systems.
Experimental observation of Lee-Yang zeros, however,

has not been made before. The previous experiments could
only indirectly derive the densities of Lee-Yang zeros from
susceptibility measurement plus analytic continuation
[18,19]. The difficulty is intrinsic: The Lee-Yang zeros
would occur only at complex values of external fields or
temperature, which are unphysical.
A recent theoretical discovery about the relation between

partition functions and probe spin coherence [20] makes it
experimentally feasible to access the complex plane of
physical parameters. Wei and Liu found that the coherence
of a central spin embedded in an Ising-type spin bath is
equivalent to the partition function of the Ising bath under a
complex magnetic field. The imaginary part of the mag-
netic field is realized by the time since the quantum
coherence of the central spin is a complex phase factor
as a function of time. The Lee-Yang zeros of the partition
function are one-to-one mapped to the zeros of the central
spin coherence, which are directly measurable. Related to
the connection between central spin decoherence and Lee-
Yang zeros [20], recent theoretical studies have revealed the
profound links between thermodynamics in the complex
plane and dynamical properties of quantum systems, such
as quantum quenches of cold atom systems [21], trajecto-
ries in quantum optics [22], and work distributions of
quantum nanoengines [23,24]. To reveal the full picture of
thermodynamics in the complex plane of parameters [25],
experimental observation of thermodynamic functions of
complex variables is highly desirable.
Here we make the first observation of Lee-Yang zeros by

measuring quantum coherence of a probe spin coupled to
an Ising-type spin bath, following the proposal in Ref. [20].
We used liquid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) of
trimethylphosphite (TMP) molecules [26] to simulate a
coupled probe-bath system. The measured zeros of the
central spin coherence agree very well with the Lee-Yang
zeros of the partition function of the bath spins. From the
measured Lee-Yang zeros, we reconstructed the free energy
of the spin bath and determined its phase transition
temperature. This experiment demonstrates quantum coher-
ence probe as a useful approach to studying thermody-
namics in the complex plane [25], which may reveal a
broad range of new phenomena that would otherwise be
inaccessible if physical parameters are restricted to be real
numbers.
The trimethylphosphite (TMP) molecule [Fig. 1(a)] used

in the liquid-state NMR experiments contains nine equiv-
alent 1H nuclear spins (s1; s2;…s9, regarded as the bath in
our experiments) and one 31P nuclear spin (s0, the probe
spin) [26]. In the liquid state, the three 1H spins in each
methyl group have Heisenberg interaction with strength
2π × 16.75 sec−1 between each other while the interaction
between 1H spins in different methyl groups is negligible,

and the 31P spin has Ising-type interaction with the nine
bath spins with a uniform coupling constant λ ¼ 2π×
10.57 sec−1. The probe-bath Hamiltonian HTMP ¼
−νH

P
9
j¼1 s

z
j − νPs

z
0 −

P
1≤i<j≤9Jijsi · sj þ λsz0

P
9
j¼1 s

z
j,

where Jij ¼ 2π × 16.75 sec−1 for 1H spins in the same
methyl group and Jij ¼ 0 otherwise, and νH ¼ 2π×
400.25 × 106 and νP ¼ 2π × 161.92 × 106 sec−1 are the
Larmor frequencies of the 1H and 31P nuclear spins under a
magnetic field 9.4 T, respectively. The coupling to the 1H
nuclear spins splits the NMR resonance of the 31P nuclear
spin into 10 peaks corresponding to the 10 quantized
polarizations of the 9 1H spins [Fig. 1(b)]. Note that the
microscopic Hamiltonian above is not of the ferromagnetic
Ising type and the magnetic field is strong.
To facilitate observation of the Lee-Yang zeros on the

unit circle, we need to simulate a ferromagnetic model
under zero magnetic field. Quantum simulation of a general
Hamiltonian for a 10-spin system is highly demanding.
Instead of directly simulating an effective Hamiltonian,
we used the quantum simulation method to prepare
ensembles of the bath that are described by the effective
density matrix [27]

FIG. 1 (color online). System and methods for observation of
Lee-Yang zeros. (a), Schematic structure of a TMP molecule. The
molecule consists of one 31P nuclear spin (the blue ball) as the
probe and nine equivalent 1H spins (the orange balls) as the bath.
(b) Liquid-state 31P NMR spectra of TMP molecules at T ¼
300 K or Teff ¼ ∞ (red), for the nine 1H spins at a simulated
temperature Teff ¼ 15J=8 (green) and Teff ¼ 9J=40 (blue).
The coupling (λ ¼ 2π × 10.57 sec) between the 1H spins and
the 31P nuclear spin shifts the resonance frequency of the 31P by
ð9=2 − nÞλ=ð2πÞ, where n is the number of 1H spins with
szj ¼ −1=2. (c) Quantum circuit for measuring the 31P spin
coherence LðtÞ, with vertical red lines representing the interaction
between the probe spin and the bath spins.
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ρeff ∝ expð−βeffHeffÞ; ð1Þ

We chose the effective Hamiltonian to be a ferromagnetic
Ising model with global coupling, namely, Heff ¼
−JP1≤i<j≤9 s

z
i s

z
j − h

P
1≤i≤9 s

z
i , where βeff ¼ 1=Teff is

the effective inverse temperature, and h is the effective
magnetic field. Note that the absolute value of J is irrelevant
since the effective temperature is scaled by J. This choice of
effective Hamiltonian greatly simplified the experiments due
to two features. First, the effective Ising Hamiltonian
commutes with the microscopic interactions of the coupled
probe-bath system, so the prepared ensembles would stay
unchanged during the evolution. Second, all states with the
same total spin polarization along the z axis have the same
probability to appear in the ensembles, so the density matrix
can be simply simulated by choosing different excitation
strengths of different 31P resonances in Fig. 1(b) [27].
We initially prepared the probe spin in a superposition

state as jΨð0Þi ¼ j↑iþ j↓i and detected its coherence
LðtÞ≡ hsx0iþ ihsy0i as a function of time. The experimental
scheme is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1(c). The
coupling between the probe and the bath results in a local
magnetic field b ¼ −λPj

j¼1 s
z
j, which during the quantum

evolution of the probe spin induces a phase factor to the
state: jΨðtÞi ¼ j↑iþ expð−ibtÞj↓i. The random distribu-
tion of the local field b leads to the probe spin decoherence.
The coherence, as characterized by the spin polarization in

the x − y plane, is the ensemble average of the phase factor,
that is [20],

LðtÞ ¼ he−ibti ¼ Tr½expð−βeffHeff − ibtÞ&
Tr½expð−βeffHeffÞ&

¼ Ξðβeff ; hþ itλ=βeffÞ
Ξðβeff ; hÞ

: ð2Þ

The probe spin coherence, except for the normalization
factor Ξðβeff ; hÞ, is equivalent to the partition function
of the spin bath with a complex magnetic field hþ iλt=βeff .
It becomes zero when the evolution time t is such that
z ¼ expð−βeffh − iλtÞ equals to a Lee-Yang zero. For the
ferromagnetic Ising model, all the Lee-Yang zeros lie on the
unit circle of z, where h ¼ 0. Thus in our experiment we set
the effective magnetic field h to be zero. The effective
density matrix ρeff was created (up to a trivial strength
factor) by the temporal averaging method [32]. The states
created were confirmed by partial state tomography [33]
and the final fidelity [34] was ≈0.99. The probe spin
coherence was measured by the free induction decay (FID)
[35] of the 31P spin in NMR. The coherence zeros tn of
LðtÞ and hence the corresponding Lee-Yang zeros zn ¼
expð−iλtnÞ were extracted by fitting these experimental
data via a polynomial function (or by interpolation).
Figure 2 shows the measured probe spin coherence and

the Lee-Yang zeros. For the nine-spin Ising bath, there are
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FIG. 2 (color online). Coherence of the 31P probe spin and the Lee-Yang Zeros. The effective magnetic field was h ¼ 0. (a), (b), and
(c) are the measured probe spin coherence LðtÞ (red symbols) as functions of time for (a) laboratory temperature (T ¼ 300 K),
(b) simulated temperature Teff ¼ 15J=8 and (c) simulated temperature Teff ¼ 9J=40. The solid lines are the numerically calculated
probe spin coherence. (d), (e), and (f) show the Lee-Yang zeros (by red crosses) measured from the zeros of probe spin coherence
corresponding to (a), (b), and (c). The theoretical predictions of the Lee-Yang zeros are shown as blue circles for comparison. The unit
circles are plotted as a guide to the eye.
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z = e2�z0
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3 problems to be addressed:

1. How do we produce a thermal state?

2. How do we accomplish the time evolution?

3. How do we map this onto QC?
15
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Thermal state r

Time evolution 

⇢(t) = e�iHintt⇢(0)e+iHintt
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|TFD(�)i = 1

Z(�)

X

n

e
��En/2 |ni

A
|n0i

B
(1)

where Z(�) is a normalization factor. In general, the
set {|n0i

B
} can be any orthonormal basis spanning B,

and we will make the choice |n0i = ⇥ |ni, where ⇥ is the
time-reversal operator. This choice is consistent with the
infinite temperature TFD defined below. Tracing out the
auxiliary system B results in the thermal (Gibbs) state
of system A ⇢A = e

��HA/Z; in this sense, realizing the
TFD allows one to simulate the thermal Gibbs state in a
subsystem A with the e↵ective bath B.

The protocol [20] starts with an initial state | 0i that is
a product of Bell-pair singlets 1p

2
(|0i |1i�|1i |0i) between

pairs of A and B qubits. This is an infinite temperature
TFD since ⇢A is maximally mixed. Note that the two
components of a Bell-pair singlet are related by time-
reversal symmetry (⇥ |0i = |1i and ⇥ |1i = � |0i), which
justifies our choice of basis above. One then alternates
between time evolution with the inter-system coupling
HAB =

P
i
Xi,AXi,B + Zi,AZi,B and the intra-system

Hamiltonians HA + HB , where HB is the time-reversed
version of HA. As in QAOA, each timestep is a varia-
tional parameter, and after p layers of alternation, the
resulting variational wavefunction is:

| (~↵,~�)ip =
pY

j=1

e
i↵jHABe

i�j(HA+HB)/2 | 0i (2)

The variational parameters ~↵,~� are chosen to maxi-
mize the fidelity with the target TFD state: Fp(~↵,~�) ⌘
|hTFD(�)| (~↵,~�)ip|2.

In the holographic correspondence, TFDs of conformal
field theories describing gapless quantum matter are par-
ticularly interesting because they correspond to worm-
holes on the gravity side. Their preparation is also useful
to condensed matter physics because they enable inves-
tigation of finite-temperature properties of systems near

a critical point by tracing over one of the systems in the
double. Hence, our first objective is to prepare ther-
mofield double states of the transverse field Ising model
(TFIM) at its quantum critical point. Defined on a one-
dimensional ring of L qubits, the TFIM Hamiltonian is

HTFIM =
LX

i=1

XiXi+1 + g

LX

i=1

Zi ⌘ HXX + gHZ (3)

Here g is the strength of the transverse field. When
g = 1, the ground state is a critical point between anti-
ferromagnetic and paramagnetic quantum phases and
has several interesting properties, including correlations
between two spins decaying as a power of their sepa-
ration and entanglement entropy scaling logarithmically
with the size of the subsystem.
To prepare the TFD of the quantum critical TFIM, we

tailor the general protocol above (Eq. 2) to the capabili-
ties of an experimental system with six trapped ions. The
initial state is the product state of three spin-singlet Bell
pairs formed between pairs of A and B spins. Ideally
following the general protocol, we would like to evolve
sequentially with HA = HXX + HZ (in addition to the
time-reversed copy of the Hamiltonian on the B system
HB), followed by

HAB =
X

i

Zi,AZi,B +
X

i

Xi,AXi,B ⌘ HABZ +HABX .

(4)
Since HABZ , HABX commute, this step can be simply
decomposed into evolution with each piece separately.
However, time evolution with HA in general requires a
Trotter decomposition which could require many steps
beyond the capabilities of current experimental systems.
Moreover, here HB introduces additional gates which we
find are not essential for achieving high fidelity. Hence,
we instead use a minimal variational ansatz for the TFD
consisting of four pieces:

| (↵1,↵2, �1, �2)i = exp(iHABZ↵2) exp(iHABX↵1) exp(iHXX�2) exp(iHZ�1) | 0i (5)

The first two operations represent a minimal Trotter-
ization of time evolution with HA. The optimal param-
eters are determined (on a classical computer) by maxi-
mizing the fidelity with the target TFD. In this case, the
optimal fidelities are extremely good, ranging from 0.93
for the zero temperature TFD to 1 for the infinite tem-
perature TFD. These can be further improved by adding
additional iterations of this sequence of unitaries in the

protocol. The single-body observables and two point cor-
relation functions of the optimized ansatz compare well
with those of the target TFD, as evident in Fig.2. We
note that the general protocol preparing the TFD of the
classical (g = 0) Ising model achieves perfect fidelity for
p = L/2 layers [20].

We experimentally run the optimized state-generation
protocol on an ion trap quantum computer (see appendix

Time evolution
Apply imaginary h field

Produce a thermal state r

Measure ancilla
coherence

Partition Function Zeros on Quantum Computers
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J/|Jz|

1Ising-like XY-like

Trapped Ion Quantum Computer results from D. Zhu, C. Huerta Alderete, C. Monroe and N. Linke

Partition Function Zeros of the XXZ model
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Measurement of L(t) for two-site system

Phase Transition

The nature of zeros changes signaling a (Quantum) Phase Transition.

Science Advances Vol. 7, no. 34, eabf2447 
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Measurement of L(t) for two-site system

Phase Transition

The nature of zeros changes signaling a (Quantum) Phase Transition.

Science Advances Vol. 7, no. 34, eabf2447 
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Reconstructing Partition function and Free Energy

Given the set of zeros measured from the quantum 
computer, we should now be able to reconstruct the 
partition function (and thus the free energy):

Z(�, J, h) = c
Y

h0

(h� h0)
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Science Advances Vol. 7, no. 34, eabf2447 
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Quantum Matter meets Quantum Computing

• Measuring correlation 
functions

• Preparing/measuring 
topological states

• Modeling driven/dissipative 
systems

• Time evolution via Lie 
algebraic 
decomposition/compression

• Thermodynamics

Science Advances • 18 Aug 2021 • Vol 7, Issue 34 • DOI: 10.1126/sciadv.abf2447

https://doi.org/10.1126/sciadv.abf2447


In 1980, the first ordered phase beyond symmetry breaking was discovered.

Electrons confined to a plane in a strong 
magnetic field show, at low enough 
temperature, plateaus in the “Hall 
conductance” appears at

Emergence of topological matters (after 1980)

Nobel Prize in Physics 2016

How do we use quantum 
computers to determine 
topological properties?
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Floquet topological states, Mei et al (PRL 2020)

A

Kitaev Honeycomb Model, Xiao et al (arXiv:2006.05524)

1D topological quantum walk, Flurin et al (PRX 2017) 1D Symmetry Protected Topological (SPT) state, Elben (Sci Adv 2020)

Topological states are robust… or are they?
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A Brief Detour Into Geometry

The earth is round. [citation needed]

How can we tell?

unless you’re on a curved space…
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A Brief Detour Into Geometry

We could also use parallel transport.

If you are on a curved space, as you make a 
loop your vector may point a different way 
than you started.
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Quantum Geometry

kx

ky

Q: If you walk a closed loop around the torus, what phase do you pick up?

A: Some integer multiple of 2p
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How can we measure the topology of a wave function (bundle)?

Q

Q + dQ

Quantum Geometry

overlap

(a)

Sz
1 0.5 0 -0.5 -1

overlap

(b)

(c)
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which can be tuned through several trivial and topologi-
cal phases. This model has the Hamiltonian density

H(k) =�(sin ky�x + sin kx�y)� ✏(k)�z, (3)

where ✏(k) = t(cos kx+cos ky)+µ with t and µ denoting
the hopping strength and the chemical potential in the
normal state, respectively, and � is the superconducting
gap. In this study, we set t = � = 1 so that the di↵erent
phases are tuned by µ only.

In our measurements we use a uniform discretization
of the BZ into 8 ⇥ 8 mesh points. The normalized
overlap between neighbored mesh points U�k(k) can be
measured by the general circuit given in Fig. 1(c) with
the wave function preparation and evolution components
constructed as shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b). After measur-
ing U�k(k) associated with each bond connecting neigh-
bored mesh point in the BZ, the Chern number can be
extracted by Eq. (1). We first demonstrate the mea-
surement of the Chern number on the IBMQ-Toronto
machine [47], focusing on the regions near the topologi-
cal critical points, which are typically most sensitive to
noise. Fig. 2(c) shows the exact results for the Chern
number C as a function of µ in the black curves and the
results from IBMQ-Toronto as circles. Remarkably, we
observe that the Chern number measured on the quan-
tum computer is error-free.

To investigate how the measurement result is a↵ected
by the machine noise, we perform noisy simulations on
classical computer with the depolarizing errors intro-
duced to the single-qubit and two-qubit gates (see [46]
for more details about noisy simulations). For IBM ma-
chines, the typical two-qubit gate error ✏2 is about one
order of magnitude larger than the single-qubit gate error
✏1. In our simulations, we set "2 = 10"1 and successively
tune "1 from "1 = 0.005 to 0.015 with step size 0.001. For
each "1, 10 trials were performed. We define the mistake
ratio of the measurement as the percentage of incorrect C
values. The results of the noisy simulations are shown in
Fig. 2(d). As expected, larger gate error leads to a larger
mistake ratio; however, the measured Chern number is
error-free when "1  0.008.

The robustness of measurement of Chern numbers on
quantum hardware can be understood by introducing an-
other local gauge field F̃(k):

F̃(k) =
h
lnU

�k̂x
(k)� lnU

�k̂x
(k + �k̂y)

i

+
h
lnU

�k̂y
(k + �k̂x)� lnU

�k̂y
(k)

i
. (4)

It relates to F(k) defined in Eq.(1) as F(k) = F̃(k) +
i2⇡n(k), where n(k) denotes an integer-value field to
guarantee F(k) 2 [�⇡,⇡]. The structure of F̃(k) defined
on the plaquette formed by the neighbored mesh points
is shown in Fig. 2(e). The logarithm of the normalized
overlap associated to the bond shared by two neighbored
plaquettes will contribute oppositely to F̃ defined on the
two plaquettes. Therefore, when we sum F̃ over the BZ,

a perfect cancellation occurs as illustrated in Fig. 2(f)
and leads to:

C =
X

k

n(k). (5)

The perfect cancellation of F̃ over the BZ indicates that
the individual errors of U�k(k) will always be removed
upon the summation, which means that the measure-
ment is entirely immune to the separated local noise.
The integer-value field n(k) can be extracted correctly
in each plaquette, as long as F̃ can be measured with an
a↵ordable error smaller than 2⇡, which provides another
protection of the measurements on quantum hardware.
As a self-consistent check, we can extract n(k) for three
typical µ values (denoted by the blue stars in Fig. 2(c)),
and show them in Fig. 2(g)-(i). The summation of n(k)
is indeed consistent with the measured Chern number
shown in Fig. 2(c).
Measuring Chern numbers for variationally prepared

states — For generic quantum states, finding the exact
circuits to prepare and evolve the wave function is a dif-
ficult task. However, given the robustness of the topo-
logical invariant, it is possible to replace the exact cir-
cuits (or wave functions) by approximate ones. Here we
use adaptive VQE [44] to approximate the wave function
preparation and evolution circuits.
To illustrate this idea explicitly, we present the mea-

surement of the Chern number for the two-body ground
state of a fermionic quantum Hall model. After choosing
the hopping strength as the unit, the Hamiltonian of the
system is given by [39]:

H = �
X

x,y

⇣
c
†

x+1,ycx,y + e
�i�x

c
†

x,y+1cx,y

⌘
+ h.c., (6)

where cx,y (c†
x,y

) is the fermionic annihilation (creation)
operator on site (x, y), and the magnetic flux per pla-
quette is set to be � = 2⇡/3 so that this model can be
simulated with 3 qubits. For this particular model, the
ground state wave function can be prepared by an ansatz
based on unitary coupled cluster theory truncated at sin-
gle excitations [44, 48]. Therefore, the operator pool,
which serves as the most important component in the
adaptive VQE [44], is chosen to include all the operators
generating a single excitation. Details in appendix?
To prepare the wave function at the momentum point

k, we begin with the two-body Hartree-Fock ground state
wave function at this momentum, which can be easily
obtained from the empty qubit state |000i by applying
two X-gates. We then implement the adaptive VQE tar-
geting the Hamiltonian H(k) until the convergence is
achieved. The corresponding circuit for these procedures
is illustrated in Fig. 3(a). Similarly, to evolve the wave
function from k to k+�k, we begin with the approximate
wave function at k (obtained by the adaptive VQE de-
scribed in the above) and then implement another adap-
tive VQE targeting the Hamiltonian H(k+�k). For both
variational procedures, we used a convergence criterion
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which can be tuned through several trivial and topologi-
cal phases. This model has the Hamiltonian density

H(k) =�(sin ky�x + sin kx�y)� ✏(k)�z, (3)

where ✏(k) = t(cos kx+cos ky)+µ with t and µ denoting
the hopping strength and the chemical potential in the
normal state, respectively, and � is the superconducting
gap. In this study, we set t = � = 1 so that the di↵erent
phases are tuned by µ only.

In our measurements we use a uniform discretization
of the BZ into 8 ⇥ 8 mesh points. The normalized
overlap between neighbored mesh points U�k(k) can be
measured by the general circuit given in Fig. 1(c) with
the wave function preparation and evolution components
constructed as shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b). After measur-
ing U�k(k) associated with each bond connecting neigh-
bored mesh point in the BZ, the Chern number can be
extracted by Eq. (1). We first demonstrate the mea-
surement of the Chern number on the IBMQ-Toronto
machine [47], focusing on the regions near the topologi-
cal critical points, which are typically most sensitive to
noise. Fig. 2(c) shows the exact results for the Chern
number C as a function of µ in the black curves and the
results from IBMQ-Toronto as circles. Remarkably, we
observe that the Chern number measured on the quan-
tum computer is error-free.

To investigate how the measurement result is a↵ected
by the machine noise, we perform noisy simulations on
classical computer with the depolarizing errors intro-
duced to the single-qubit and two-qubit gates (see [46]
for more details about noisy simulations). For IBM ma-
chines, the typical two-qubit gate error ✏2 is about one
order of magnitude larger than the single-qubit gate error
✏1. In our simulations, we set "2 = 10"1 and successively
tune "1 from "1 = 0.005 to 0.015 with step size 0.001. For
each "1, 10 trials were performed. We define the mistake
ratio of the measurement as the percentage of incorrect C
values. The results of the noisy simulations are shown in
Fig. 2(d). As expected, larger gate error leads to a larger
mistake ratio; however, the measured Chern number is
error-free when "1  0.008.

The robustness of measurement of Chern numbers on
quantum hardware can be understood by introducing an-
other local gauge field F̃(k):

F̃(k) =
h
lnU
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It relates to F(k) defined in Eq.(1) as F(k) = F̃(k) +
i2⇡n(k), where n(k) denotes an integer-value field to
guarantee F(k) 2 [�⇡,⇡]. The structure of F̃(k) defined
on the plaquette formed by the neighbored mesh points
is shown in Fig. 2(e). The logarithm of the normalized
overlap associated to the bond shared by two neighbored
plaquettes will contribute oppositely to F̃ defined on the
two plaquettes. Therefore, when we sum F̃ over the BZ,

a perfect cancellation occurs as illustrated in Fig. 2(f)
and leads to:

C =
X

k

n(k). (5)

The perfect cancellation of F̃ over the BZ indicates that
the individual errors of U�k(k) will always be removed
upon the summation, which means that the measure-
ment is entirely immune to the separated local noise.
The integer-value field n(k) can be extracted correctly
in each plaquette, as long as F̃ can be measured with an
a↵ordable error smaller than 2⇡, which provides another
protection of the measurements on quantum hardware.
As a self-consistent check, we can extract n(k) for three
typical µ values (denoted by the blue stars in Fig. 2(c)),
and show them in Fig. 2(g)-(i). The summation of n(k)
is indeed consistent with the measured Chern number
shown in Fig. 2(c).
Measuring Chern numbers for variationally prepared

states — For generic quantum states, finding the exact
circuits to prepare and evolve the wave function is a dif-
ficult task. However, given the robustness of the topo-
logical invariant, it is possible to replace the exact cir-
cuits (or wave functions) by approximate ones. Here we
use adaptive VQE [44] to approximate the wave function
preparation and evolution circuits.
To illustrate this idea explicitly, we present the mea-

surement of the Chern number for the two-body ground
state of a fermionic quantum Hall model. After choosing
the hopping strength as the unit, the Hamiltonian of the
system is given by [39]:

H = �
X

x,y

⇣
c
†

x+1,ycx,y + e
�i�x

c
†

x,y+1cx,y

⌘
+ h.c., (6)

where cx,y (c†
x,y

) is the fermionic annihilation (creation)
operator on site (x, y), and the magnetic flux per pla-
quette is set to be � = 2⇡/3 so that this model can be
simulated with 3 qubits. For this particular model, the
ground state wave function can be prepared by an ansatz
based on unitary coupled cluster theory truncated at sin-
gle excitations [44, 48]. Therefore, the operator pool,
which serves as the most important component in the
adaptive VQE [44], is chosen to include all the operators
generating a single excitation. Details in appendix?
To prepare the wave function at the momentum point

k, we begin with the two-body Hartree-Fock ground state
wave function at this momentum, which can be easily
obtained from the empty qubit state |000i by applying
two X-gates. We then implement the adaptive VQE tar-
geting the Hamiltonian H(k) until the convergence is
achieved. The corresponding circuit for these procedures
is illustrated in Fig. 3(a). Similarly, to evolve the wave
function from k to k+�k, we begin with the approximate
wave function at k (obtained by the adaptive VQE de-
scribed in the above) and then implement another adap-
tive VQE targeting the Hamiltonian H(k+�k). For both
variational procedures, we used a convergence criterion

Chiral p-wave
superconductor Phase:

“Trivial”

“Non-Trivial”
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which can be tuned through several trivial and topologi-
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where ✏(k) = t(cos kx+cos ky)+µ with t and µ denoting
the hopping strength and the chemical potential in the
normal state, respectively, and � is the superconducting
gap. In this study, we set t = � = 1 so that the di↵erent
phases are tuned by µ only.

In our measurements we use a uniform discretization
of the BZ into 8 ⇥ 8 mesh points. The normalized
overlap between neighbored mesh points U�k(k) can be
measured by the general circuit given in Fig. 1(c) with
the wave function preparation and evolution components
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order of magnitude larger than the single-qubit gate error
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tune "1 from "1 = 0.005 to 0.015 with step size 0.001. For
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ratio of the measurement as the percentage of incorrect C
values. The results of the noisy simulations are shown in
Fig. 2(d). As expected, larger gate error leads to a larger
mistake ratio; however, the measured Chern number is
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It relates to F(k) defined in Eq.(1) as F(k) = F̃(k) +
i2⇡n(k), where n(k) denotes an integer-value field to
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is shown in Fig. 2(e). The logarithm of the normalized
overlap associated to the bond shared by two neighbored
plaquettes will contribute oppositely to F̃ defined on the
two plaquettes. Therefore, when we sum F̃ over the BZ,
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The perfect cancellation of F̃ over the BZ indicates that
the individual errors of U�k(k) will always be removed
upon the summation, which means that the measure-
ment is entirely immune to the separated local noise.
The integer-value field n(k) can be extracted correctly
in each plaquette, as long as F̃ can be measured with an
a↵ordable error smaller than 2⇡, which provides another
protection of the measurements on quantum hardware.
As a self-consistent check, we can extract n(k) for three
typical µ values (denoted by the blue stars in Fig. 2(c)),
and show them in Fig. 2(g)-(i). The summation of n(k)
is indeed consistent with the measured Chern number
shown in Fig. 2(c).
Measuring Chern numbers for variationally prepared

states — For generic quantum states, finding the exact
circuits to prepare and evolve the wave function is a dif-
ficult task. However, given the robustness of the topo-
logical invariant, it is possible to replace the exact cir-
cuits (or wave functions) by approximate ones. Here we
use adaptive VQE [44] to approximate the wave function
preparation and evolution circuits.
To illustrate this idea explicitly, we present the mea-

surement of the Chern number for the two-body ground
state of a fermionic quantum Hall model. After choosing
the hopping strength as the unit, the Hamiltonian of the
system is given by [39]:

H = �
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where cx,y (c†
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) is the fermionic annihilation (creation)
operator on site (x, y), and the magnetic flux per pla-
quette is set to be � = 2⇡/3 so that this model can be
simulated with 3 qubits. For this particular model, the
ground state wave function can be prepared by an ansatz
based on unitary coupled cluster theory truncated at sin-
gle excitations [44, 48]. Therefore, the operator pool,
which serves as the most important component in the
adaptive VQE [44], is chosen to include all the operators
generating a single excitation. Details in appendix?
To prepare the wave function at the momentum point

k, we begin with the two-body Hartree-Fock ground state
wave function at this momentum, which can be easily
obtained from the empty qubit state |000i by applying
two X-gates. We then implement the adaptive VQE tar-
geting the Hamiltonian H(k) until the convergence is
achieved. The corresponding circuit for these procedures
is illustrated in Fig. 3(a). Similarly, to evolve the wave
function from k to k+�k, we begin with the approximate
wave function at k (obtained by the adaptive VQE de-
scribed in the above) and then implement another adap-
tive VQE targeting the Hamiltonian H(k+�k). For both
variational procedures, we used a convergence criterion
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circuits to prepare and evolve the wave function is a dif-
ficult task. However, given the robustness of the topo-
logical invariant, it is possible to replace the exact cir-
cuits (or wave functions) by approximate ones. Here we
use adaptive VQE [44] to approximate the wave function
preparation and evolution circuits.
To illustrate this idea explicitly, we present the mea-

surement of the Chern number for the two-body ground
state of a fermionic quantum Hall model. After choosing
the hopping strength as the unit, the Hamiltonian of the
system is given by [39]:
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) is the fermionic annihilation (creation)
operator on site (x, y), and the magnetic flux per pla-
quette is set to be � = 2⇡/3 so that this model can be
simulated with 3 qubits. For this particular model, the
ground state wave function can be prepared by an ansatz
based on unitary coupled cluster theory truncated at sin-
gle excitations [44, 48]. Therefore, the operator pool,
which serves as the most important component in the
adaptive VQE [44], is chosen to include all the operators
generating a single excitation. Details in appendix?
To prepare the wave function at the momentum point

k, we begin with the two-body Hartree-Fock ground state
wave function at this momentum, which can be easily
obtained from the empty qubit state |000i by applying
two X-gates. We then implement the adaptive VQE tar-
geting the Hamiltonian H(k) until the convergence is
achieved. The corresponding circuit for these procedures
is illustrated in Fig. 3(a). Similarly, to evolve the wave
function from k to k+�k, we begin with the approximate
wave function at k (obtained by the adaptive VQE de-
scribed in the above) and then implement another adap-
tive VQE targeting the Hamiltonian H(k+�k). For both
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